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Main objective

• Deepen our understanding of operative 
personnel work by developing new 
methods and tools for proceduralized 
accident management in nuclear domain

-> Promotion of cognitive readiness 
and resilience skills

-> Bridging little by little the gap 
between the work-as-designed and 
work-as-done



Contents of our work 

Training in VR Non-technical skills 
in complex 
incidents



Training in VR



Virtual-reality based nuclear power plant operator 
training

Main findings of the literature review

• VR is a promising tool for operator training

• Positive effects depend on how plant facilities and functions have been implemented in

VR

• If VR experience is immersive and realistic, the user is able to build accurate mental

models, transfer the learned skills to actual work, and has an overall positive learning

experience

• Training results also depend on: 1) level of support and guidance from the instructor,

and 2) the trainee’s familiarity with the task content

Aim

• Study the effect of VR in control room and

field operator training

Contents

1) Literature review

2) Operator interviews

3) Simulator studies



Building cognitive readiness and resilience skills for situation 
assessment and diagnostic reasoning in a VR CR

Aim

• Investigate the evaluation of cognitive readiness in nuclear domain with a new

version of a virtual reality control room (VR CR) system

Results

• Crews were able to complete successfully their tasks in the VR CR

• But: they had some problems in problem monitoring and process control

o because of the problems caused by the VR system or by deficiencies in the simulation model

Take Home Message

VR CR has great potential for evaluation and training of operator skills in

nuclear domain.

However, some targets for development were found, which have to be

solved before the VR CR can be used in operator training and in

validation activities.



Non-technical skills in complex incidents



Application of Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) 
method for procedure development

Results

• The most critical functions and

sources of variance in

procedure execution were

identified

• One concrete suggestion for

improvement emerged and the

change was planned to be

implemented in the proposed

procedure step

• SS’s role has not been

identified in a sufficient degree

in existing job descriptions

What is it?

• Model of a particular activity capturing the essential features of how something is done

Rationale

• FRAM can be used as a tool for understanding the reasons behind the gap between work-as-imagined and work-

as-done

• Basic idea was to develop questions that are discussed with those who will use the procedure in their work

• Objective of the questions was to identify the critical functions related to nuclear process control and the 

interactions of these functions

Take Home Message

FRAM may be especially helpful in the analysis of novel situations for

which there is no existing procedures available.



Promoting operational readiness through procedures –
Some results of a simulator study with 14 crews 

Increased amplitude of 
skin conductance 

response -> increased
stress

Amount of communication

Gaze direction -> 
allocation of attention -> 

situation awareness

Take Home Message

SS’s active and assertive mode of operation promotes task performance.

Their behaviour has direct implications, for example, for maintaining

adequate level of team situation awareness, preventing team errors, and

managing stress.

Take Home Message

An optimal mode of procedure use depends on operator skill level, their

ability to manage stress, support provided by HSIs and all kinds of contextual

factors.



Take Home Messages

VR CR has great potential for evaluation and training of operator skills in

nuclear domain.

However, some targets for development were found, which have to be solved

before the VR CR can be used in operator training and in validation activities.

FRAM may be especially helpful in the analysis

of novel situations for which there is no

existing procedures available.

An optimal mode of procedure

use depends on operator skill

level, their ability to manage

stress, support provided by HSIs

and all kinds of contextual

factors.

SS’s active and assertive mode of operation

promotes task performance.

Their behaviour has direct implications, for

example, for maintaining adequate level of

team situation awareness, preventing team

errors, and managing stress.
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